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Motivation

Kernel-Prediction-Based Adversarial Attack

• Additive-perturbation-based attack generates noise-like adversarial
perturbations which does not usually occur in the natural environment.
• Exploring naturally adversarial examples that commonly appear in our
daily life are significantly important for building robust DNNs.
• Motion blur commonly occurs in practical image perception systems. Its
effects to DNNs should be carefully discussed.
• In terms of adversarial attack, since motion blur is a natural phenomena
caused by the motion of objects or camera, even large blur perturbations
cannot be easily recognized as attacks.

Given a real example, we aim to generate an adversarial example via kernels
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Ø Vs. additive-perturbation-based attacks:
Our methods have competitive transferability with
SOTA attacks while achieving significant advantages
in attacking defense models;

(Each pixel has its exclusive kernel)

Ø Vs. blur-based attacks:
Our methods achieves much higher success rate than
GaussBlur, DefocusBlur, and Interpblur on all normal
trained models and defense models

Predict kernels by solving

Contributions
• To the best of our knowledge, we make the very first attempt to
investigate kernel-based adversarial attack.
• We propose a motion-based adversarial blur attack as a new type of
attack mode, to be added to the adversarial attack family
• In order to produce more visually plausible blur attack, we introduce a
saliency regularizer that forces consistent blur patterns within the
boundary of the objects.
• We further propose the physical adversarial blur attack that can guide
the generation of adversarial blur examples in the real world.
• Compared with the state-of-the-art (SOTA) additive-noise based
adversarial attacks and common blur techniques, our proposed method
achieves better attack success rate and transferability.
• The proposed method has demonstrated higher penetration capability
against the SOTA GAN-based deblur mechanism, compared to normal
image motion blur.

Comparison with Baselines on Transferability

•

Loss function for image classification

•

The number of valid kernel elements

•

[1, N], control the upper bound

•

the main information cannot be missed

Limitation: tuning each pixel’s kernel independently leads to noise-like results

Results in the Simulation and Real World
Ø We choose the open-source Neighborhood
environment containing 70 cars with various
styles. For each car, we select an observation
view where a DNN (e.g., Inc-v3) could classify it
correctly.
Ø We conduct physical version of our method that
captures real blurred images according to the
guidance of ABBA and compare with ABBA on
success rate in Table 2.
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Motion-Based Adversarial Blur Attack
Simulating generation process of motion blur via kernel prediction

Effects of SOTA Deblurring Methods
Ø We discuss the effect of SOTA
deblurring methods to our adversarial
examples and ‘normal’ motion blurred
images to see whether deblurring could
defense our method easily.
Ø We calculate the relative decrease of
the success rate before and after
deblurring. In general, compared with
the normal motion blurred images, our
adversarial examples are harder to be
handled by the state-of-the-art
deblurring methods
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Towards Real-World Adversarial Blur Attack
Incv3: Bird

Incv3: Dog

Additive-perturbationbased attack

Assumptions and Conditions:
Ø Fix kernels to be average kernels that do exist in real world.
Ø Force object and background to share the same motion parameters.
Ø Intrinsic parameters of the camera and scene depth should be given

Adversarial Blur Attack

Steps:
Ø Capture an object in a real-world scene;
Ø Use ABBA to estimate translation parameters;

Incv3: Bird
Adversarial blur attack

Incv3: Car

Ø Calculate camera translations according to object depth and intrinsic parameters;
Ø Move camera according the translations and take a new photo during moving process.
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